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ingenuity
& clarity
The Track-Audio speaker isolation mounts are the result
of detailed analysis into the detrimental effects of room
resonance caused by high-output loudspeaker designs

These effects can be significantly reduced with effective
decoupling leaving you to hear what the speaker designer
intended!

The Track-Audio speaker isolation mounts employ an
ingenious hydraulic damper system to absorb undesirable
vibration emitting from loudspeaker cabinets and converts
it to heat, preventing it from being transmitted into
the floor of your listening room. No matter how good
your speaker system, the in-room audio quality can be
significantly reduced by the effects of floor resonance
such as indistinct muddy bass with little rhythmic snap and
drive to fatiguing and artificial sounding mid-range.

The Track-Audio speaker isolation mounts offer an
effective path for upgrading any speaker system, unlocking
their true potential.

design without
compromise

Our new ranges of speaker stands have been designed
without compromise.
Designed and manufactured in Great Britain, from the
finest materials by skilled craftsmen using the latest CNC
machinery.
Each stand has its own spirit level built in, for easy
levelling.
The isolation feet are made from high grade stainless steel
and can be finely adjusted using our new ball lock system.
Uniquely designed, fully damped feet will control vibration,
isolating all unwanted resonance so allowing the full sound
to be enjoyed.
Our range of speaker stands are built with a devotion to
detail that will add modern elegance to any room, available
in Satin Black or Silver anodised finish.
Other colours available on request.

specifications
Product Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Floor Stands

Subwoofer Stands

Fully Adjustable Isolation Feet

The floor standing speaker stands have been designed to
isolate your speakers using a tri-point configuration for
maximum stability.

Our subwoofer stands will reduce the excessive coloration
produce by sub woofers, by isolating them from the floor.
They are available in two sizes to accommodate most
speakers.

These support feet have been designed to replace the
existing spikes. They can be used on equipment racks and
floor standing loudspeakers that have been supplied with
their own plinths.

Stand Mounts
Our range of stand mounted speaker stands are adjustable
to allow you to listen to your speakers at the perfect
height. The support legs come in five heights ranging
from 200mm to 600mm.

Three Point Subwoofer Stands

Height adjustable stand mounts
Ball lock finely adjustable feet
Uniquely designed spikes
Built in bubble level
Stands supplied complete including hard floor mounts
Designed and Manufactured in the UK
CNC Machined
High specification certificated materials
Manufactured by a ISO 9001 registered company
10 Year Manufacturers Guarantee on all parts

Floor Standing Speaker Stands

Four Point Subwoofer Stands

Width

325mm

Width

350mm

Depth

387.5mm

Depth

415mm

Height

86mm and 200mm

Height

86mm

Stand Mounted Speaker Stands

Fully Adjustable Isolation Feet

Width

325mm

Width

325mm

Depth

387.5mm

Depth

387.5mm

Height

86mm

Height ranges from 200mm to 600mm in 100mm
increments
Available with a choice of top plates, either 180mm wide
by 200mm deep or 240mm by 280mm deep.

Diameter

44mm

Height

85mm

Supplied with adaptors for 6mm, 8mm and 10mm
threaded inserts.

customer care
Your speaker stands have been made using materials of
the highest quality, designed and grafted with care to give
you a lifetime of enjoyment.
We guarantee our stands for ten years on all parts.
To maintain your stands in pristine condition please wipe
clean using a soft dry cloth.
Please do not use any type of cleaning or polishing
products on your stands as this will damage the fine
surfaces of your new stands.

instructions
Floor Standing Speaker Stands

Stand Mounted Speaker Stands

Fully Adjustable Isolation Feet

First remove the spikes from your speakers and replace
them with the supplied speaker pads, your speaker stands
can now be placed in position.

First place your speaker stand in position and apply a small
ball of adhesive putty to each corner.

Firstly remove existing feet then select the correct
threaded adaptor.

Carefully lift your speaker into position and adjust the level
using the pin spanner until the bubble is in the centre. If
you prefer a front back angled position you can adjust the
rear foot by the same number of clicks on both stands and
lock into position.

Screw in the fine threaded end into your new foot, now
you can screw the other end into your speakers or
equipment rack be careful not to over tighten.

Carefully lift your speaker into position and adjust the level
using the pin spanner until the bubble is in the centre, if
you prefer a front back angled position you can adjust the
rear foot by the same number of clicks on both stands and
lock into position.

After much research into finding the best material for fixing
speakers to stand mounts it is of our opinion that adhesive
putty offers the best overall results and have supplied a
pack with our stands.

Adjust the feet until level and lock into position using the
pin spanner.

precision made

audio stands

